Amplification dynamics of human-specific (HS) alu family members
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ABSTRACT
We have investigated the distribution of several recently inserted Alu family members within representatives of diverse human groups. Human population studies using 65 unrelated human DNA samples, as well as a familial study to test inheritance, showed that individual Alu family members could be divided into three groups. The first group consisted of relatively older Alu family members which were monomorphic (homozygous) throughout the population tested (HS C3N1 and C4N6). The second group (HS C4N2, C4N5 and C4N8), apparently inserted into other repetitive regions of the genome, resulting in inconclusive results in the PCR test used. However, it is clear that these particular Alu insertions were present in a majority if not all of the loci tested. The third group was comprised of three dimorphic Alu family members (HS C2N4, C4N4 and TPA 25). Only a single Alu family member (TPA 25) displayed a high degree of dimorphism within the human population. This latter example also showed different allele frequencies in different human groups. The isolation and characterization of additional highly dimorphic Alu family members should provide a useful tool for human population genetics.

INTRODUCTION
The Alu family of short interspersed repetitive DNA elements (SINEs) is distributed throughout primate genomes (for reviews see 1, 2, 3). The Alu family represents one of the most successful classes of mobile elements, having arisen as a repetitive DNA family within the last sixty-five million years (4) and amplified to a copy number in excess of 500,000 within the human genome (5). Each Alu element is approximately 300 bp in length, consisting of two tandemly arranged halves, with the right half containing an additional 31 bp relative to the left half (5). Alu elements also contain a middle A-rich region, a 3' oligo-da tail which is variable in length, and are flanked by short direct repeats which form during integration at staggered chromosomal nicks (5, 6). Alu sequences are thought to be ancestrally derived from the 7SL RNA gene (7), and mobilize through an RNA polymerase III derived intermediate via a process termed retroposition (8).

The Alu family members found within primate genomes may be subdivided into groups of related subfamily members based on nucleotide identity (9). Several overlapping subfamilies of various genetic ages have been identified within primate genomes (10, 11, 12, 13, 14). The most recently formed subfamily of Alu sequences found within the human genome was originally referred to as the 'new' subfamily (15). It has subsequently been further characterized and termed the Predicted Variant (PV) subfamily (16) and the Human-Specific (HS) subfamily (17). Interestingly, the HS subfamily (PV) was also found to be transcriptionally active in vivo, suggesting the transpositional competence of this subfamily (16). There are an estimated 500 (17) to 2000 (16) recently inserted HS subfamily members in the human genome. Individual HS subfamily members share a high degree of nucleotide identity (>98%) with the subfamily consensus sequence suggesting that they were derived from a single, or at most a closely related set of, source gene(s) (6, 15, 16, 17, 18). Previously, a number of members of the HS subfamily were found to be present only within the human genome, and absent at orthologous positions in the genomes of other primates, indicating that most, if not all, of the HS subfamily members had amplified within the human genome in the last 4–6 million years (17). In this report, we present a detailed analysis of the distribution of eight recently-inserted HS subfamily members within major human groups.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA Samples and Cell Lines
Individual DNA samples were isolated from peripheral human lymphocytes as previously described (19). These samples were made available from previous studies and considered exempt from human subjects restrictions following IRB review. African DNA samples were provided by Dr. Haig H. Kazazian. Familial DNA
samples were a gift from Dr. Bronya Keats. Human-hamster hybrid cell line 'PCRable' DNA samples were obtained from BIOS.

**PCR Amplification**

Amplification of DNA samples was carried out in 100 ml reactions using 100 ng of target DNA, 750 ng of each primer, 100 mM NTP's and Taq DNA polymerase (3 u) according to the supplier's (BIOS) instructions. Each sample was subjected to the following amplification cycle; 1 min at 94°C (denature), 2 min at the annealing temperature, and 2 min at 72°C (extension), for 30 cycles. Oligonucleotide primers and annealing conditions for HS C2N4, C3N1, C4N4, C4N6, C4N8, C4N5 and TPA 25 were previously reported (17). Subfamily members HS C2N4, C3N1, C4N2, C4N4, C4N5, C4N6 and C4N8 were isolated from a random human genomic library as described previously (17). The TPA 25 Alu family member was found in one of two independent clones of the human tissue plasminogen activator locus (20). The oligonucleotide primers for HS C4N2 were 5’ primer 5’-TGCAGGAAATTCAGCACAAATTGTAG-3’ and 3’ primer 5’-AAATCAGTCTACCATGATTTTGTCC-3’ with an annealing temperature of 58°C. Twenty microliters of each sample was fractionated on a 2% agarose gel with 0.5 μg/ml ethidium bromide. Reaction products were directly visualized by UV fluorescence.

**Computer Analyses**

Allele frequencies and chi-square analyses were determined using a genetic data analysis program designed for SAS (21). Individual Alu family member pre-integration sites (HS C4N2, C4N5 and C4N8) were used to search the EMBL database (release 21) using the FASTNSCAN program of PC/GENE (Intelligenetics) with a k-tuple value of 4. This program is based on the FASTN algorithm of Lipman and Pearson (22).

**RESULTS**

**Gross Distribution of Recently Amplified Alu Family members**

Each Alu HS subfamily member insertion locus was assayed by PCR analysis using oligonucleotide primers complementary to the unique DNA sequences flanking each Alu subfamily member. These primers amplified a DNA fragment approximately 400 bp long if the Alu sequence was present, or approximately 150 bp in the absence of the Alu family member (see Figure 1). Individuals were scored as either homozygous (+ +), heterozygous (+ −), or homozygous (− −) for the presence of the 400 bp band (+), or the 150 bp band (−). The genotypes, expected values and allele frequencies of the individual HS subfamily members determined from PCR analyses are summarized in Table 1. Individual subfamily members were distributed in three distinct groups based upon their distribution within the human population. One group was comprised of dimorphic subfamily members TPA-25, HS C2N4 and HS C4N4. A second group (HS C3N1 and C4N6) were monomorphic (homozygous) for the presence of an Alu family member in the 65 unrelated human samples which were analyzed (Table 1). The third group (HS C4N2, C4N5 and C4N8) displayed both bands in all individuals tested, apparently as the result of insertion of Alu subfamily members into other repetitive loci (see below).

The dimorphic subfamily members may be further subdivided into highly dimorphic (TPA 25) and weakly dimorphic (HS C2N4 and C4N4) groups. The presence of only one and two heterozygous individuals for HS C2N4 and C4N4, respectively (Table 1), make these Alu family members uninformative at the population level, but are consistent with the relatively recent insertion of the subfamily in the human genome. Only the TPA 25 subfamily member showed significant heterozygosity within groups using a Chi-square test for homogeneity on allele counts (χ² = 12.05, d.f. = 3, P = 0.001). The allelic frequency of the TPA 25 subfamily member was significantly different in populations of African origin as compared to those of non-African origin (χ² = 9.93, d.f. = 1, P < 0.01). In all instances, genotypic frequencies within groups were close (P < 0.05) to the predicted (Hardy-Weinberg) frequencies using Chi-square tests for goodness-of-fit (Table 1).

**Pedigree Analyses**

We performed PCR analysis on three sets of familial DNA samples comprised of the parents and a total of 15 progeny to ascertain the mode of inheritance for some of the recently amplified Alu family members (TPA 25, HS C4N2, C4N5 and C4N8). The TPA 25 subfamily member demonstrated an inheritance pattern consistent with normal Mendelian codominant inheritance (Figure 1). The other three showed both the large and small PCR bands in every sample tested. A representative pedigree and chromatograph of the resultant PCR products from the HS C4N5 locus is shown in Figure 2. These data show that the HS C4N5 subfamily member from a representative family shows both bands in every individual tested. A Chi-square analysis showed that the observed ratio of progeny (0:1:0) was significantly different from that expected (1:2:1) from a cross of two heterozygous individuals at a single locus (χ² = 15, d.f. = 2, P < 0.001). Subfamily members HS C4N2 and C4N8 also displayed both bands in every individual tested (Table 1).
Table 1. Distribution of Recently Amplified Alu Family Members1,2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>TPA 25</th>
<th>HS C2N4</th>
<th>HS C4N4</th>
<th>Subfamily member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TPA 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asians</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>10 (8.22) [0.66]</td>
<td>19 (19) [1.0]</td>
<td>18 (18) [0.97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ -</td>
<td>5 (8.56)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasians</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>10 (9.14) [0.63]</td>
<td>22 (22) [1.0]</td>
<td>22 (22) [1.0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ -</td>
<td>9 (10.72)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>4 (3.61) [0.38]</td>
<td>23 (23.01) [0.98]</td>
<td>23 (23.01) [0.98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
<td>+ -</td>
<td>11 (11.78)</td>
<td>1 (0.98)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>1 (2.08) [0.42]</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
<td>+ -</td>
<td>8 (5.84)</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Genotypes, followed by expected numbers in ( ) and allele frequency in [ ].
2NT = Not Tested

Pre-integration Site Analyses

The predicted pre-integration sites (the sequences flanking the Alu family members) for HS C4N2, C4N5 and C4N8 were then searched against the EMBL data base (release 21) to identify any significant nucleotide identity with previously analyzed regions of the human genome. Subfamily members HS C4N2 and C4N5 displayed no significant sequence similarity to any previously analyzed regions of the genome. However, HS C4N8 shared 73.7% nucleotide identity with a human Line 1 (L1) repetitive element from the intergenic region of the ε and g-g globin genes (EMBL sequence HSHBEG). Therefore, we believe that HS C4N8 inserted into an L1 family member within the genome. Insertion into a highly repetitive region of the genome, such as an L1 sequence (approximately 100,000 copies) (23), would explain the presence of both bands in every PCR assay. The 150 bp band (no Alu family member) would result from any number of the 100,000 L1 copies (loci) which have not diverged enough to render the oligonucleotide primers ineffective, whereas the 400 bp band results from the amplification of a single Alu family member which is relatively monomorphic throughout the population. However, the true allele frequency of the Alu family member insertion (retroposition) locus (within a single L1 element) remains unknown due to the limitations of the PCR technique. Because the 400 bp band is present in all samples tested, it is clear that the 400 bp allele has a very high frequency, but we cannot directly determine which, if any, of the samples may be heterozygous for this specific allele. However, we can put an upper 95% confidence limit on the frequency of rare, undetected homozygotes for the 150 bp band in the 71 unrelated individuals, which is 1 − 0.0512/ = 0.041. The expected frequency of the 150 bp band corresponding to this upper limit is 0.041/2 = 0.203.

Hybrid Cell Line Analysis

The previous data suggested that all of the HS subfamily members which show both PCR bands in all individuals tested (HS C4N2, C4N5 and C4N8) represented integrations into pre-existing repeated DNA sequences. To further confirm this for HS C4N2, we also amplified a panel of human-hamster hybrid cell line DNAs to determine the distribution of sequences related to the HS C4N2 pre-integration (target) site. Amplification of the panel (data not shown) showed that a 150 bp band (no Alu family member) was amplified from each cell hybrid line of the panel, demonstrating that the pre-integration site is a repeated sequence located on many chromosomes. The 400 bp band, containing the HS subfamily member, was only located within hybrids containing chromosome 13, 14 or both chromosomes, with the exception of hybrid cell line 968 which contains chromosome 13 and has only the 150 bp band. This latter result makes a definitive chromosomal assignment of the HS C4N2 subfamily member impossible. It may be due to a previously undetected deletion or rearrangement within one of the hybrid cell lines, or may represent dimorphism in the presence of this HS sequence in a human chromosome. However, taken together with the amplification of 65 unrelated individuals and pedigree analysis in which every individual amplified both bands these data clearly demonstrate that HS C4N2 retroposed into a repetitive region of the genome which was dispersed on a number of human chromosomes prior to the insertion of this Alu family member. Therefore we conclude that the HS Alu insertion occurred in a previously uncharacterized repeated sequence, which interferes with the PCR analysis. However, like
HS C4N8 and C4N5, the 400 bp allele must be present at a very high frequency in order to see no individuals who are homozygous for its absence (Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

The high percentage (3 out of 11, see below) of recently inserted HS subfamily members which have inserted into duplicated regions of the genome suggests that these types of events occur at a relatively high frequency. Although Alu family members are distributed throughout the genome, they have been shown to cluster within specific regions, for example the introns of the human thymidine kinase (tk), β-tubulin and C-1 inhibitor loci (24, 25 and 26, respectively). However, little more than an A + T rich target site preference for Alu family member insertions has previously been shown (6, 27, 28). The clustering of Alu family members may result from random insertion into additional A + T rich target sites (middle A rich region and 3' oligo-dA tail) created by previous Alu family member retropositions, some more general insertion site specificity, such as specific chromosomal domains, or selective pressure against insertion into protein encoding regions of the genome. The insertion of such a high proportion (3/11) of recently amplified Alu family members into duplicated regions of the genome suggests that there may be a general chromosomal feature that favors retroposon insertions and/or other sequence duplications. Once a sequence inserts or duplicates in one of these regions, the preference must still exist to favor a second insertion within the same general region.

These studies demonstrate the relative ages of each HS subfamily member. The monomorphic subfamily members (HS C3N1 and C4N6) comprise the oldest group of HS subfamily members. The monomorphic nature of these subfamily members suggests that they predated the origin of modern man 200,000 –1 million years ago (29). However, these subfamily members have previously been shown to postdate the human/great ape divergence (17), which is thought to have occurred 4 –6 million years ago (30). Studies based upon diagnostic nucleotide substitutions also suggest that the average age of HS subfamily members is 2.8 million years old (6). Therefore, we conclude that these subfamily members retroposed into the human genome 200,000 to 6 million years ago, after the human/great ape divergence and before the radiation of modern man.

The low frequency of Alu family member retropositions (approximately 100–200/million years) (17, 31) suggests that individual Alu family member insertions (retropositions) represent unique, independent insertion events which have occurred only once within the human population. Previous studies, of the primate globin gene clusters, have shown that individual Alu family members remain within primate genomes after their initial insertion and are not subject to significant levels of gene conversion or sequence removal thereby representing stable genomic markers (32, 33, 34). This distinguishes Alu family member insertion dimorphisms from other genomic polymorphisms such as RFLP (35), VNTR (36) and AluVpA (37) which may be of multiple origin and less stable.

Given the unique nature and stability of Alu family member insertions (33), the highly dimorphic state of the TPA 25 insertion within various human groups suggests that this subfamily member is of very recent origin. Previously, the TPA 25 subfamily member was shown to post-date the human/great ape divergence which is thought to have occurred 4 –6 million years ago (30) and classified as an HS-2 (6, 17) or PV (18) sub-subfamily member. These studies show that it is present at only about half of the alleles, suggesting that it inserted after the formation of modern man. Studies on mitochondrial DNA have suggested that modern man originated in Africa 200,000 –1 million years ago (29), implying that the TPA 25 Alu family member inserted in the human genome in the last 200,000 –1 million years. Previously, three other HS subfamily members (PV 92, MLVI-2 and APO) have also been classified as dimorphic within the human genome. PV 92 displayed a high degree of dimorphism within a limited number of individuals (16), while MLVI-2 was present only in one of 59 unrelated individuals (38). The APO HS subfamily member (18), located near the human apolipoprotein AI-CIII-AIV gene cluster, was analyzed by RFLP analysis (39, 40), and was found to have a moderate degree of heterozygosity. Therefore, 55% (6/11) of the randomly selected HS Alu family members appear to be dimorphic, with 18% (2/11) monomorphic and the remaining 27% (3/11) having inserted in duplicated regions of the human genome. Approximately 27% of the HS subfamily members (approximately 135 out of 500 HS subfamily members) may be informative (highly dimorphic) loci for human population studies. The TPA 25 subfamily member allele frequency was significantly different in human groups of African and non-African origins. These differences may reflect that this insertion occurred near the time of migration of modern man out of Africa, or simply reflect genetic drift in these populations having fixed the Alu insertion allele at different frequencies. A single locus on this relatively limited population size does not supply enough resolution to differentiate between the different possibilities. The isolation and characterization of additional highly dimorphic Alu family members in well-defined human population groups should provide a useful tool for understanding the early evolution of modern man and the population dynamics which occurred.
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